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Subject: Tender information - Loughton & Great Holm Par"ish Council

From: Michelle Telling (mtelling@hwca.com)

To: parish,clerk@loughtonandgreatholm-pc.gov.uk;

Cc: rhammond@hwca.com;

Date: Wednesday, 12 February 2SI 4, 17:04

Dear Mr Barton

Thank you for your request for a quotation in relation to your internal audit, it was helpful to speak to
you briefly and obtain a better idea of the services you require. As discussed, I can provide a brief
quote today but if you need any further information, please do not hesitate to ask.

We currently act as intemal auditors for three Parish Councils and have acted in this capacity for a
number of years. We hence have a solid understanding of local government finance and compliance

with current regulations. Our quotation for an arurual internal audit of your procedures and controls is
f350 + vAI

You are using the RBS Alpha package for bookkeeping which is a bespoke service designed for local
councils. We would extract a fial balance and nominal ledger in order to prepare the unaudited
financial statements- Otr quotation for this service is f 1000 + VAT

Our hourly rate for additional advice is dependent on the service provided and varies from f,40 + VAI
for bookkeeping support & advice to f,l50 + VAI for advice from the partner. Ad-hoc occasional

support is usually included in our fixed rate fee, any additional services which incur charges at an
hourly rate are quoted and agreed for in advance.

Please be aware that the preparation of the financial statements and the internal audit do not constitute

an audit of the financial statements (rence we would not be certifring that the accounts are a true and

fair reflection of the Council's fi.nances). The external auditors appointed are Mazars who will provide
you with this level of assurance.

As the manager who oversees the internal audit of local councils in the offrce, I would be overseeing
the accounts preparation and internal audit of Loughton and Great Holm Parish Council. Emma
Mapes is one of our accounts & audit seniors and is a qualified accountant (ACA) who would most
likely be working on the accounts and intemal audit, she also has experience with local councils.
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Yours sincerely

Michelle

Michelle Telling ACCA
Manager

W
Bedford

Telephone: 01234 841842

L36 / 140 Bedford Road

Kempston, Bedford, MK42 BBH
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The contents of thb e-mail and any attachments are confidenthl to the intended recipbnt. If you are not the intended recipient,
please notify the sender and dehte it. Be aware that emaib are not secure and may contain viruses. Unbss expressly stated, the
content of the e-mail shouH not be underctood to create any contractual commitments.
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